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Publishing check-listPublishing check-list
CopyrightCopyright

LicenseLicense
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CopyrightCopyright
Who owns the IP?Who owns the IP?

(Spoiler for CERN MPEs: itʼs (Spoiler for CERN MPEs: itʼs CERNCERN))
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LicenseLicense
Original work:Original work:

License of choice (GPLv3/Apache2/ecosystem-License of choice (GPLv3/Apache2/ecosystem-
specific…)specific…)

Combined/derivative work:Combined/derivative work:
Who owns the IP? (see before)Who owns the IP? (see before)
Do you have a license to redistribute?Do you have a license to redistribute?
Check license compatibility.Check license compatibility.
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Publishing check-listPublishing check-list
✅ Copyright✅ Copyright
✅ Licenses✅ Licenses
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CERN guidelinesCERN guidelines
Open Source Software Licence Task Force report (2012)Open Source Software Licence Task Force report (2012)
Policy on Software Dissemination (2017)Policy on Software Dissemination (2017)

# Copyright (C) 2023, CERN# Copyright (C) 2023, CERN
# # 
# This software is distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public# This software is distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public
# Licence version 3 (GPL Version 3), copied verbatim in the file "COPYING".# Licence version 3 (GPL Version 3), copied verbatim in the file "COPYING".
# # 
# In applying this license, CERN does not waive the privileges and immunities# In applying this license, CERN does not waive the privileges and immunities
# granted to it by virtue of its status as Intergovernmental Organization# granted to it by virtue of its status as Intergovernmental Organization
# or submit itself to any jurisdiction.# or submit itself to any jurisdiction.
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https://cds.cern.ch/record/1482206?ln=en
https://indico.cern.ch/event/722019/contributions/2968146/attachments/1654484/2647882/SW_policy_CERN_final.pdf
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REUSE: provide licensesREUSE: provide licenses
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REUSE: add © and licenseREUSE: add © and license
In each file:In each file:

SPDX: SPDX: 

$ head pytest/regressions/test_reprogramming.py$ head pytest/regressions/test_reprogramming.py
""""""
SPDX-License-Identifier: GPL-3.0-or-laterSPDX-License-Identifier: GPL-3.0-or-later
SPDX-FileCopyrightText: 2022 CERNSPDX-FileCopyrightText: 2022 CERN
""""""
import jsonimport json

Software Package Data ExchangeSoftware Package Data Exchange
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https://spdx.dev/


REUSE: confirm complianceREUSE: confirm compliance
$ pipx run reuse lint$ pipx run reuse lint
# SUMMARY# SUMMARY

* Bad licenses:* Bad licenses:
* Deprecated licenses:* Deprecated licenses:
* Licenses without file extension:* Licenses without file extension:
* Missing licenses:* Missing licenses:
* Unused licenses:* Unused licenses:
* Used licenses: CC-BY-SA-4.0, CC0-1.0, CERN-OHL-W-2.0+, GPL-2.0-or-later, GPL-* Used licenses: CC-BY-SA-4.0, CC0-1.0, CERN-OHL-W-2.0+, GPL-2.0-or-later, GPL-
* Read errors: 0* Read errors: 0
* Files with copyright information: 182 / 182* Files with copyright information: 182 / 182
* Files with license information: 182 / 182* Files with license information: 182 / 182

Congratulations! Your project is compliant with version 3.0 of the REUSE SpecifCongratulations! Your project is compliant with version 3.0 of the REUSE Specif
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A nice exampleA nice example
https://gitlab.cern.ch/allpix-squared/allpix-squaredhttps://gitlab.cern.ch/allpix-squared/allpix-squared
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https://gitlab.cern.ch/allpix-squared/allpix-squared


Try it out!Try it out!

Discuss on Discuss on 
https://reuse.software/tutorial/https://reuse.software/tutorial/

it-dep/FOSS at CERN Mattermostit-dep/FOSS at CERN Mattermost
https://indico.cern.ch/e/opensource-2023https://indico.cern.ch/e/opensource-2023
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https://reuse.software/tutorial/
https://mattermost.web.cern.ch/it-dep/channels/foss-at-cern
https://indico.cern.ch/e/opensource-2023

